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QUESTIONS? Contact us at Hello@FADavis.com 
FADavis.com

DEAR EDUCATOR,
Our Surgical Technology titles span the curriculum and reflect our commitment to listening to your 
needs and responding with the content, resources, and support that ensure outstanding outcomes 
for your students. We are pleased to offer innovative solutions that enhance learning with today’s 
best technology.

Engaging students. Empowering educators.

Surgical Technology Review: Certification & Professionalism, 2nd Edition now includes Davis Edge, 
our online Q&A platform designed to challenge your students and assess their understanding  
of the content. Detailed rationales for correct and incorrect responses provide immediate feedback 
and remediation. Actionable analytics provide instructors and students with the information they 
need to track their progress every step of the way. See page 12 to learn how this new edition works 
with Davis Edge to prepare students for success on their NBSTSA certification exams.

Differentiating Surgical Instruments, 3rd Edition and Surgical Equipment and Supplies, 3rd Edition  
offer Surg Tech in Practice, an online platform that features an ebook version of the text and self-
grading activities for each chapter in the book. For instructors, it provides ready-made assignments 
designed to build student knowledge from recall to application. Detailed analytics identify the 
areas in which students are struggling, enabling you to intervene in class and on assignments 
to ensure that they succeed. You’ll find a complete description of this exciting technology and 
enhancements to the texts inside.

Building the future.
Thank you for all the feedback you have shared through surveys, personal emails, focus groups, 
and textbook reviews. Your comments are invaluable to us as we develop new resources to meet 
your evolving needs. We look forward to hearing from you to discuss how our content can enrich 
your curriculum.

Sincerely,

Christa A. Fratantoro
Publisher
Health Professions
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Rutherford

Differentiating 

Surgical  
Instruments
3rd Edition

Resources for Success

Help your students learn to identify instruments and 
apply concepts to practice, while tracking their progress 
every step of the way with Surg Tech in Practice. 

See page 4 for details.

Chambers | Roche

Surgical  
Technology 
Review
Certification &  
Professionalism, 2nd Edition

Prepare your students for certification success with 
in-depth content review plus practice questions. Now 
included is FREE access to Davis Edge online quizzing.

See page 12 for details.

Rutherford

Surgical Equipment 
& Supplies
3rd Edition

Equip your students with the knowledge they need to 
identify over 730 surgical supplies and equipment.  
Now included is FREE access to Surg Tech in Practice. 

See page 8 for details.

NEW EDITION!NEW EDITION!

NEW FOR 
2023-2024

NEW EDITION!NEW EDITION!
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INSTRUMENTS

Instructor
 § Surg Tech in Practice + eBook
 §  Image Bank & Test Bank
 § PowerPoints
 § Instructor’s Guide

Student
 § Surg Tech in Practice + eBook

CONTENTS
1. Instruments, Care of Instruments,  

and Setup Guidelines
2. General Instruments
3. Laparoscopic Instruments
4. Robotic Instruments
5. OB-GYN Instruments
6. Urology Instruments
7. Orthopedic Instruments
8. Neurosurgical Instruments
9. Vascular, Thoracic, and Cardiac Instruments
10. Ear, Nose, and Throat Instruments
11. Dental and Maxillofacial Instruments
12. Ophthalmic Instruments
13. Plastic Surgery Instruments

Appendix: Answer Key to Surgical Session 
Questions & Labeling Exercises

Differentiating Surgical Instruments
3rd Edition
Colleen J. Rutherford, RN, MSN

Ensure your students can differentiate between similar  
looking instruments.
Differentiating Surgical Instruments, 3rd Edition and the online program, 
Surg Tech in Practice, work together to help your students master a seemingly 
overwhelming number of surgical instruments.

TEXT

Give your students a close-up look at more than 800 cutting, clamping, 
grasping, retracting, and other instruments, along with brief descriptions. 
Full-color photographs show both the complete instrument and its tip to 
help students learn to distinguish among them. 

 § Updated & Expanded! Coverage of more instruments and  
advances in surgical procedures

 § Updated & Revised! Categories of surgical instruments to  
reflect commonly accepted terminology

 § New Chapter! Instruments, Care of Instruments, and Setup Guidelines, 
featuring a brief introduction to surgical instruments and expanded 
content on instrument handling, cleaning, and sterilization

 § Organized based on surgical specialties

 § “Surgical Sessions,” review questions and critical-thinking  
scenarios at the end of every chapter

SURG TECH IN PRACTICE

This innovative online program offers a wealth of recall and application 
activities to help students learn to identify key instruments and apply 
concepts to practice.

 § Labeling and photo identification, differentiation activities, and mayo 
stand exercises, as well as case-based critical-thinking questions

 § Self-grading for immediate feedback as assignment is completed

 § A gradebook that tracks each student’s progress and identifies where 
they need to focus their studies

 § eBook version of the text for study anytime, anywhere

Excellent instrument book.  
“HIGHLY suggest to anyone having to learn instruments.  
This book is very informational and will not disappoint.” 

—Carolyn S., Online Reviewer

Print + eBook + Surg Tech in Practice
240 pages | 1,425 illustrations 
Soft cover, spiral binding | 2020

$90.95 (US)
ISBN-13: 978-0-8036-6831-7

Access Card for Online Access: 
eBook + Surg Tech in Practice

$70.95 (US)
ISBN-13: 978-0-8036-6832-4

Or purchase access directly at FADavis.com

Learn more.  Schedule a walkthrough.  Request preview access.
Hello@FADavis.com  |  FADavis.com/SurgTech
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INSTRUMENTS

Setting up your class is easy. 
Create the class that meets 
your unique needs, reflects 
the content you teach, and 
aligns with your goals. 

The Instructor Gradebook provides real-time information on your 
students’ performance, as individuals and as a class, by identifying 
their strengths and weaknesses, and enabling you to focus on the 
topics that require remediation in class and on assignments.

MAXIMIZE CLASS TIME.
TRACK PROGRESS.
BUILD CONFIDENCE.

Whether you are teaching 
traditionally or virtually, Surg 
Tech in Practice encourages 
a student-directed learning 
experience that is engaging and 
interactive, while providing quick 
assessments and actionable 
analytics for remediation.
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General Instruments

INSTRUMENTS

Request a personal  
walkthrough today!
Visit FADavis.com/SurgTech

Recall and application activities 
help students learn to identify 
instruments and apply concepts 
to practice. Self-grading provides 
immediate feedback as each  
assignment is completed.

The Student Dashboard provides an at-a-
glance overview of each student’s progress 
and identifies areas for additional study.
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INSTRUMENTS

Flashcards for Differentiating  
Surgical Instruments
General, Laparoscopic, OB-GYN, Robotic & Basic Ortho
Colleen J. Rutherford, RN, MSN

A hands-on way to practice identifying instruments,  
supplies, and equipment. 

 § 249 cards illustrating the instruments, equipment, and supplies  
most commonly used for general, laparoscopic, robotic, OB/GYN, 
and basic orthopedic procedures

 § 10 fun activities for using the cards to study alone or in a group

 § A fold-out “Mayo Stand”—perfect for practicing instrument set-up 
for various surgical procedures

 § Hole-punch in each card and a metal ring to let your students carry 
just the cards they need wherever they go

249 full-color cards | 2013

$59.95 (US)
ISBN-13: 978-0-8036-2897-7

CONTENTS
1. General Instruments
2. Staplers
3.  General Supplies and 

Equipment
4. Laparoscopic Instruments
5.  Laparoscopic Supplies 

and Equipment
6. OB-GYN Instruments
7.  OB-GYN Supplies and 

Equipment
8. Robotic Instruments
9.  Robotic Supplies  

and Equipment
10. Basic Ortho Instruments
11. Basic Ortho Supplies and  
 Equipment

Cards are shown at reduced size. Actual card size is 4 x 6.

Best flash cards ever!  
“… amazing!!! They go into extreme 
detail and have a really detailed 
picture on the other side. They are 
also sectioned off and come with a 
ring to place them on.”

—Online Reviewer



Now with SURG TECH IN PRACTICE!

Modules within Surg Tech in Practice allow students to practice 
applying their knowledge and review their understanding.
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Surgical Equipment and Supplies, 3rd Edition
Colleen J. Rutherford, RN, MSN

How well do your students recognize the equipment  
and supplies used in the OR?

TEXT

Here’s your students’ go-to guide. This spiral-bound text and photo atlas 
delivers the information they need to know about surgical equipment and 
supplies—their uses and their specifications—in one visual reference with 
more than 730 full-color photographs. 

• New Chapters! Microscopes, Robotics, and Aseptic Technique,  
Sterilization, OR Attire, National Time Out, and Hand Hygiene

• Revised! Streamlined section on medication to focus on those  
most commonly used in the surgical field, in emergencies, or by  
the anesthesia provider

SURG TECH IN PRACTICE

This innovative online program offers a wealth of recall and application 
activities to help students learn to identify key surgical equipment and supplies 
and understand their use in practice.

 § Labeling and photo identification, differentiation activities, and review 
questions to ensure comprehension 

 § Self-grading for immediate feedback as assignment is completed

 § A gradebook that tracks each student’s progress and identifies where they 
need to focus their studies

 § eBook version of the text for study anytime, anywhere

276 pages | 730 full-color illustrations 
Soft cover, spiral binding | 2023

$87.95 (US) 
ISBN-13: 978-1-7196-4841-7

EQUIPMENT

Instructor
 § SurgTech in Practice + eBook
 § Test Bank
 § Image Bank
 § PowerPoints
 § Instructor’s Guide
 § Podcast

Student
 § SurgTech in Practice + eBook

CONTENTS
1.  Aseptic Technique, Sterilization, OR Attire, 

National Time Out, and Hand Hygiene
2. Common Equipment and Supplies
3. General Surgical Supplies and Splints
4. Tubes, Drains, and Catheters
5. Suture and Suture Needles
6. Microscopes
7. Lasers
8. Endoscopic Equipment
9. Robotics
10. Specialty Equipment
11. Anesthesia Supplies and Equipment
 Appendix: Answers to Surgical  
Review Questions

NEW EDITION!NEW EDITION!

Five Stars!“This book should be 
a required text for OR nursing 
and Surg Tech students.”

 —Carl H., Online Reviewer
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Side-by-side comparisons differentiate 
between similar-looking supplies like 
sutures and drugs, both in and out of 
their packaging.

High-quality, full-color photographs 
illustrate the details of specific 
equipment and supplies as well as 
equipment students may not see in 
the lab.

EQUIPMENT

“Troubleshooting” boxes 
feature common-sense 
tips to identify and solve 
equipment problems.

Multiple-choice review questions ensure 
students fully understand the material.

Name: sling and swathe
Alias: shoulder immobilizer
Use: immobilizes shoulder post trauma or surgery
Features: arm is placed in sling, and strap goes
around waist to hold the arm close to the body; 
adjustable waist and shoulder straps
Additional Information: many styles of sling
and swathe are available; most are available in sizes
small through extra large; some have padded waist
and shoulder straps

Name: postsurgical bra
Alias: breast support
Use: holds dressings in place; provides compression
and support following breast surgery
Features: front closure; expandable fabric to allow
for swelling
Additional Information: available in sizes extra
small to XX-large

98 CHAPTER 2 General Surgical Supplies and Postoperative Splints

Surgical Session Review

1) Which type of sponge should never be used as a dressing?
a. Ray-Tec
b. Topper
c. Drain sponge
d. ABD pad

2) All of the following statements are true about sponges 
except
a. used sponges should be discarded off the field into a

proper receptacle.
b. once initial count is done, it is OK to remove sponges

from the room.
c. when setting up your back table, like sponges should

be kept together.
d. never handle soiled sponges with your bare hands.

3) Ray-Tec sponges come in a package containing _______
sponges.
a. 5
b. 8
c. 10
d. 12

4) Peanut sponges may also be known as
a. Kitners.
b. dissectors.
c. Cherries.
d. tonsil sponges.

5) Cottonoids would most likely be used during which type
of surgery?
a. gynecological
b. neurosurgical
c. bowel
d. obstetrical

6) Which of the following is a hemostatic?
a. saline
b. collodion
c. bone wax
d. chlorhexidine

7) An insulin syringe is marked in _________.
a. cc (cubic centimeters)
b. μg (micrograms)
c. mg (milligrams)
d. units

4571_Ch02_055-100  01/04/16  12:33 PM  Page 98
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Surgical Notes
A Pocket Survival Guide for the Operating Room,  
2nd Edition

Susan D. Sheets, CST, RN, MSN, CNOR

The Quick Reference OR Survival Guide!
Here’s the on-the-spot guidance your students need to succeed in the operating room. 
Students can refresh their knowledge of the essentials of aseptic technique, surgical  
conscience, anatomy, basic set-up, instruments, and sutures. Your students will be  
prepared for challenging situations with tips for communicating effectively in the OR. They’ll 
also develop the critical thinking needed to organize their cases, set up a back table and 
mayo stand quickly and efficiently, count effectively, and work well with their team.

 § Updated & Revised! Incorporating new knowledge in the field and advances in  
surgical practice

 § New! Anatomy illustrations, including front and back view of the skull, x-rays of the  
normal and arthritic hip, detailed structure of the shoulder, and more

 § Expanded! More in-depth anatomy for orthopedics

 § New! Tab focused on safety that addresses hazards and risks in the operating room,  
combustibility, safe transfers, sharps safety, emergencies and disasters, and more

 § Expanded! Coverage of robotics, instruments, and sutures

220 pages | 95 illustrations 
3.5” x 5.5” | Soft cover, spiral binding
2021

$41.95 (US) 
ISBN 13: 978-0-8036-9477-4

CONTENTS
Tab 1. Asepsis
Tab 2. Safety
Tab 3. Anatomy
Tab 4. Set-Up
Tab 5. Meds
Tab 6. Instruments
Tab 7. Sutures
Tab 8. PPOD
Tab 9. Dynamics
Tab 10. Notes

Full-color photographs and  
line illustrations show...

 § scrubbing, gowning and gloving
 § instruments, equipment and supplies
 § anatomy 
 § prepping, positioning and draping
 § medications
 § sutures

POCKET GUIDES

Instructor
 § eBook 

Perfect pocket 
reference guide. 

“Great for a quick 
pocket reference to 
use in the Operating 
room. Newbie’s will 
benefit from it.” 
—Kathleen C., Online Reviewer
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Pocket Guide to the Operating Room,  
4th Edition
Maxine A. Goldman, BS, RN

Complete, concise coverage of more than 500 general and specialty procedures
The night before…or two minutes before, your students can easily prepare for an unfamiliar 
surgery or simply brush up on their knowledge. 

This portable, quick-reference pocket guide offers valuable discussions of the surgical goal, 
step-by-step descriptions of the procedure, patient preparation, necessary equipment and 
instrumentation, and special considerations for each surgery.

 § Features extensive coverage of minimal access surgery, including endoscopic procedures 
for multiple specialties, microsurgical techniques, and instrumentation for these procedures.

 § Thoroughly updated and revised to reflect the latest developments in surgical procedures.

1,280 pages | 11 illustrations  
Soft cover | 2020

$78.95 (US)
ISBN: 978-0-8036-6839-3

POCKET GUIDES

Instructor
 § eBook

Turning Terminology into Language
Build a foundation for classroom 
and professional success.
Medical Language Lab is the immersive, online platform that  
offers automatic grading for instructors and engages students. 

LEARN MORE TODAY!    
Visit FADavis.com/MedTerm

“I love how Medical Language Lab allows 
the students to review their work and 
continue practicing in different formats. I 
believe this variety has allowed my students 
to retain more information, increasing their 
testing scores.”

—Jennifer, College of Southern Maryland

NEW EDITION!NEW EDITION!

Great!! “This book has helped me tremendously. I don’t think I would be 
surviving my clinical OR rotations without it and it’s extremely helpful 
when writing my reports for class too. It has very valuable info and I think 
it’s worth Every penny. Even people who have been part of the surgical 
team for a long time have copies of this book on hand. It’s great.” 

—Vimeto, Online Reviewer



1.   Appendix

2.   Liver

3.   Gallbladder

4.   Pancreas

Question 1. The organ located directly above the stomach is the:

Option 1:  The appendix is in the lower right quadrant.

Option 2:  The smaller portion of the liver is located directly above the stomach.

Option 3:  The gallbladder is attached to the underside of the liver in the upper right quadrant.

Option 4:  The pancreas is located behind the stomach.

CERTIFICATION REVIEW
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Surgical Technology Review,  

Certification & Professionalism, 2nd Edition
Karen L. Chambers, MHA/Ed, CST, FAST | Valerie Roche, BA, MBA, AAS

464 pages | 150 illustrations | Soft cover | 2023

$61.95 (US) 
ISBN-13: 978-0-8036-6836-2

TEXT

Prepare your students to pass the NBSTSA certification exam and meet the 
growing demand for certified surgical technologists. From medical terminology 
to surgical procedures, a concise outline format reviews all of the content 
covered on the NBSTSA National Certification Exam, plus 640 in-text practice 
questions with comprehensive rationales at the end of each chapter that 
provide additional review.

 § New! Comprehensive rationales for correct and incorrect responses for 
in-text practice questions

 § Updated & Revised! New questions and photos to reflect current practice 
and advances in the field

 § Expanded! More emphasis on laparoscopic and robotics procedures

DAVIS EDGE

 § A separate, unique set of more than 1,000 questions to gauge 
comprehension and reinforce learning

 § Immediate feedback with comprehensive rationales for correct and 
incorrect responses

 § “Quiz Builder” for selecting practice questions by exam section or topic area

 § “Student Success Center” dashboard that monitors performance and 
identifies areas for additional study

 § Instructor friendly tools to create quizzing assignments, monitor class 
participation, time spent, and assignment scores, or drill down to review 
individual student performance

Comprehensive rationales for both 
correct and incorrect responses

1,000+ high-level questions aligned 
to the textbook with page references

with DAVIS EDGE ONLINE QUIZZING!

Complete Table of Contents  
available at FADavis.com.

H H H H H  
Great book for passing state boards. 

“This is a great guide to help prepare 
for the state exam. Would highly  
recommend to anyone getting ready 
to pay over $300 for state certification 
exam to buy and use the study guide.” 

—Jon, Online Reviewer



ANATOMY & PHYSIOLOGY
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STUDENT WORKBOOK

Understanding Anatomy  
& Physiology, A Visual, Auditory, 
Interactive Approach, 3rd Edition
Gale Sloan Thompson, RN

Tackle a tough subject in bite-sized pieces.
Whatever their learning style—looking, listening, doing,  
or a little bit of each—this interactive approach to  
anatomy and physiology is designed for your students.

 § Unique presentations provide “units of understanding”  
that walk students through specific processes

 § Student-friendly writing style

 § A wealth of full-color illustrations, figures, sidebars,  
helpful hints, and easy-to-read descriptions

576 pages | 500 illustrations 
Soft cover | 2020

$73.95 (US)
ISBN-13: 978-0-8036-7645-9

Instructor
 § eBook
 § Active Classroom  

Instructor’s Guide
• Descriptions of  

Learning Styles
• House Call Scripts for Class  

Discussion and Role Playing
 § PowerPoint Presentation
 § Image Bank
 § Test Bank
 § Student Workbook Answer Key
 § Webinar Recording,  

The Human Microbiome 
 § Microbiome Video

Student
 § Animations of Physiological 

Processes with Narration
 § Body Language Drag-and-Drop
 § Labeling Exercises
 § Audio Glossary  

with Pronunciations
 § Interactive Matching Exercises
 § Flash Cards
 § Podcast Library

Student Workbook,  
3rd Edition
336 pages | 400 Illustrations | Soft Cover | 2020

$41.95 (US) 
ISBN-13: 978-0-8036-7646-6

MONEY-SAVING 
PACKAGE
Text + Workbook
$103.95 (US)
ISBN-13: 978-0-8036-9821-5

Essentials of Anatomy and 
Physiology, 8th Edition

Valerie C. Scanlon, PhD | Tina Sanders, Medical Illustrator

Written and designed for learning success!
A student-friendly writing style, superb art program, 
learning opportunities in every chapter, and online 
activities combine to create the perfect introduction to 
the world of anatomy. And, it’s ready-made for multiple 
learning styles and any course.

 § Detailed, full-color illustrations and photographs

 § Microbiology tables and clinical application boxes

 § Critical-thinking questions

Student Workbook,  
8th Edition
432 pages | 400 illustrations  |  Soft cover | 2019

$41.95 (US)  •  ISBN-13: 978-0-8036-6938-3

624 pages | 38 Illustrations 
Soft cover | 2019

$71.95 (US)
ISBN-13: 978-0-8036-6937-6

Instructor
 § eBook
 § PowerPoints
 § Instructor’s Guide
 § Image Bank & Test Bank
 § Pre-Test and Post-Test Questions 

Student
 § eBook 
 § Animations of Anatomical and 

Physiological Processes

MONEY-SAVING 
PACKAGE
Text + Workbook
$101.95 (US) 
ISBN-13: 978-0-8036-8981-7

H H H H H  
Love this book. 

“I absolutely love this book. It has 
[made] studying and learning not 
only easier but more interactive.” 

—Smetzer, Online Reviewer
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PATHOLOGY / PATHOPHYSIOLOGY

Davis Advantage for Pathophysiology,  
Introductory Concepts and Clinical Perspectives, 3rd Edition

Theresa M. Capriotti, DO, MSN, CRNP, RN

TEXTBOOK
Introduce your students to the pathophysiologic processes of the common conditions they’ll 
encounter in clinical settings. Real-world perspectives bridge the gap between the science of 
disease and clinical patient care. Students clearly see “how” to interpret assessment findings 
and “why” to choose interventions.

 § REVISED & UPDATED! All chapters reflect the latest knowledge in the field and the latest 
guidelines from the CDC, ADA, and HIS, as well as information on COVID-19.

 § NEW! “Patho-Pharm Connection” boxes highlight how pathophysiology relates to disease 
processes and their treatment.

ONLINE—Davis Advantage
Across a Learn-Apply-Assess continuum, Davis Advantage engages students and helps them 
make the connections to key topics. Whether teaching in-person or online, this complete, 
integrated solution aligns seamlessly with the textbook and equips instructors with actionable 
analytics to track students’ progress, remediate where needed, and facilitate an active 
learning environment.

§		LEARN—Personalized Learning 
The foundation of the Davis Advantage platform, Personalized Learning, immerses 
students in an online learning experience tailored to their needs. Students are assessed on 
their comprehension of key topics from the text, and then are guided through animated 
mini-lecture videos and dynamic activities to reinforce learning and bring concepts to life.

§  APPLY—Clinical Judgment 
Clinical Judgment develops students’ critical thinking and clinical reasoning, helping them 
to build the clinical judgment skills they need to practice safe and effective nursing care 
and to prepare for the Next Generation NCLEX® with confidence. Progressive case studies 
featuring real-life, complex clinical situations challenge students to apply knowledge, make 
informed decisions, and evaluate outcomes.

§  ASSESS—Quizzing 
Quizzing uses NCLEX®-style questions for assessment and remediation. Its adaptive, question-
based format provides the additional practice students need to test their knowledge, master 
course content, and perform well on course and board exams. Brand-new Next Gen NCLEX® 
stand-alone questions provide students with even more practice answering the new item types.

Print Text  
+ Davis Advantage 
+ Integrated eBook

About 1,230 pages | 620 illustrations
Hard cover | Early 2024

About $184.95 (US)
ISBN-13: 978-1-7196-4859-2

Access Card (Online Access Only)
+ Davis Advantage
+ Integrated eBook

About $164.95 (US)
ISBN-13: 978-1-7196-4861-5

or purchase directly at FADavis.com

Complete your course!

H H H H H  
Better than Google!

“I could have googled a lot of the terms instead 
of buying this, but I really like having a physical 
reference material. It is better than google  
because you don’t pull up 14 different things 
with similar names ONLY the medical definition.”

—R.M. Cook

Diseases of the 
Human Body,  
7th Edition

Carol Tamparo, PhD, 
CMA-A (AAMA)
Jennifer T. Davis MSN, 
RN, CBC

Available Now! 

Davis Advantage for 
Pathophysiology,  
2nd Edition
$184.95 (US) 
ISBN-13: 978-1-7196-9411-8

NEW EDITION!

560 pages | 189 illustrations | Soft cover | 2022

$79.95 (US) 
ISBN 13: 978-1-7196-4038-1

Resources on  
FADavis.com

Resources on  
FADavis.com
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PHARMACOLOGY

Davis Drug Guide for Nurses, 19th Edition

April Hazard Vallerand, PhD, RN, FAAN
Cynthia A. Sanoski, BS, PharmD, FCCP, BCPS

Pharm Phlash!
Pharmacology Flash Cards, 4th Edition
Valerie I. Leek MSN, RN, CMSRN

223 full-color cards | 2023

$42.95 (US) 
ISBN-13: 978-1-7196-4725-0

GENERAL RESOURCES

How to Survive and 
Maybe Even Love Health 
Professions School
Retention and Career  
Placement Guide
Arlene M. Muller, BA

456 pages | Soft cover

$44.95 (US) 
ISBN-13: 978-0-8036-2365-1

NEW EDITION!

Available Now! 
Drug Guide for Nurses, 18th Edition
$52.95 (US)  |  ISBN-13: 978-1-7196-4640-6

FREE!  1-year subscription to 
Davis’s Drug Guide Online* 
powered by Unbound Medicine.
*Available only with purchase of print book

ADOPTION SERVICES YOUR PARTNER IN SUCCESS!

FREE, ONLINE CONSULTATIONS
are available for instructors using our products. You will have access to a dedicated Digital Implementation Consultant 
who can suggest the best ways to use our products in your course and share best practices and strategies for success. 

Let us help!
Email Hello@FADavis.com  
or visit FADavis.com

Resource library with support materials 
to make implementation easy

Collaboration on curriculum strategies 
to ensure the best outcomes

Direct access to a specialist  
to answer any questions

Personalized onboarding to  
help set up your course 

1,504 pages | 76 Illustrations 
Soft cover | June 2024

About $52.95 (US)
ISBN-13: 978-1-7196-5003-8

H H H H H  
I love this little book. “Perfect for my 
anatomy & physiology class, it contains 
everything I need to know. It’s the perfect 
size and I take it with me everywhere to 
get some studying in. Definitely worth it 
for an anatomy & physiology class!” 

—Online Student Reviewer



Contact your F.A. Davis  
Educational Consultant today!

Email us at Hello@FADavis.com
Visit FADavis.com 

Adopt a title.
Ask a question.

Learn more.

©F.A. Davis. Printed in the U.S.A. Content is subject to change and intended for 
promotional use only. Content and product availability may be subject to change 
based on location. Pricing and special offers are in U.S. dollars and for individual 
orders in the U.S. only and subject to change. SurgTech Brochure. 2023-2024FADavis.com

PARTNERING FOR SUCCESS

Plan

Adopt

Discover

Connect

Discuss your program needs with our expert team to find the 
customized solutions that will achieve your curriculum goals.

Receive 1:1 training that makes course set-up easy, saves you 
time, and improves student retention.

Access powerful tools to stay on top of new standards and test plans, 
evidence-based educational trends, and effective teaching strategies.

As a family-owned company, your program is important to us and 
we are committed to providing exceptional customer service.

We have helped thousands of 
educators build more engaging 
and active courses to drive 
student success in class, on 
exams, and in their careers. 
Whether you are looking to 
start a new program, new to 
education, or an experienced 
instructor—you can count on 
us to help meet your challenges.


